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SUMMARY    A systems design analysis for the Edwards High-Range UHF telemetry
receiving station network is described which takes into account reliability, availability,
design adequacy, and initial and operating costs. Alternate High-Range configurations
investigate the utility of sites using omnidirectional, sector, and steerable antenna
systems in both the manned and unmanned modes of operation. In the analysis,
reliability, availability, and design adequacy are combined as a measure of system
effectiveness in a manner that permits the system design to be selected on the basis of
maximum system effectiveness for a given total systems cost. Finally, an operational
guideline is presented that permits the future programming of the range operation and
expansion to be premised on probable losses incurred due to down-time.

INTRODUCTION     The mandatory shift of telemetry services from VHF to UHF by
1970 has necessitated the redesign of air-ground telemetry systems. In the case of the
Edwards Flight Test Range, this redesign is being carried out by the Electronic Systems
Division of the Air Force Systems Command with the assistance of The MITRE
Corporation. The systems engineering required to implement the range with UHF data
acquisition facilities must take into consideration the operational support requirements of
the 1970-era, the systems factors affected by the change in frequency, and the state-of-
the-art in the telemetry equipment industry. In addition, the design must be integrated
with a real-time data transmission system which relays the information to the display
centers at Edwards, and it must be consistent with the terrain and environmental factors
affecting the operation of equipment on the range.

This paper summarizes the systems design for the high-range of the Edwards Flight Test
Range. It does not include the design of the ocean test area coverage system or of the
local flight-line coverage system for Edwards Air Force Base.

The high-range is a loosely defined corridor 400 miles wide centered on a line
connecting Edwards AFB with a point in the Sawtooth Mountain Range near the
intersection of the Utah, Nevada, and Idaho borders. The 1970 operational requirements



that must be met by the high-range system are summarized in Table 1. In meeting these
requirements, two diverse approaches were used. One approach was based on the use of
unmanned sites, each of which employed omnidirectional antenna systems. This
approach, if followed, would continue the AFFTC practice of utilizing unmanned sites.
Recognizing that NASA now has three manned sites at Edwards (Flight Research
Center), Ely and Beatty, it was considered permissible to study manned sites. These sites
offered the immediate possibility of employing steerable antennas provided they could
be radome-protected from weather conditions such as those shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Summary of Operational Requirements of High-Range

Frequency Bands 1435-1540 Mcs (L-Band)
2200-2300 Mcs (S-Band)

Number of Missions/Site 2 or less
RF Links /Site 6 or less, a maximum of 3 may be S-Band
RF Bandwidth/Link 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 Mcs
Transmitter Power 20 to 50 watts
Airborne Antenna Gain 0 to -3db average gain
Polarization Any
Frequency of Flights 1 per day (average)
Average Duration of Flight 3 to 4 hours
Minimum Range 5 miles from a site
Maximum Range varies with mission
Altitude to 300,000 feet
Speeds to Mach 14
Telemetry System MTBF 100 hours (target) 
Equipment Life 5 to 10 years
Maintenance Technicians AF Grade 5

In summary, the basic approach to the system problem was to postulate fixed and
steerable antenna systems, and manned and unmanned sites, and to determine a site and
equipment mix that optimized the system effectiveness for a given total systems cost.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS     In considering fixed antenna systems, the
omnidirectional tntenna system shown in Figure 2 was utilized as a point of departure.
This antenna was the result of a development contract between Chu Associates of San
Diego and the Air Force Flight Test Center. It provides L - and S-band coverage for both
horizontally and vertically polarized signals. Although this antenna is still under
evaluation, it appears that about 6 db of gain is realizable in four polarization options.
Additional gain is achievable with fixed antennas of this type by either (1) increasing the
number of stacked colinear elements to increase directivity in the vertical plane, or (2)
increasing the gain and directivity in the horizontal plane by restricting the coverage to a



sector less than 360E and juxtapositioning several sector coverage antennas. An analysis
of both possibilities indicated that 8 to 10 represented a practical maximum number of
elements in the colinear array, and that 90E represented the smallest practical sector. The
first factor is determined primarily on the basis of operational and technical factors
(directive gain and impedance matching), and the sector limitation is due primarily to
cost limitations since a minimum amount of equipment is associated with each (sector)
antenna.

Directional antennas of 6-,8-,10- and 12-foot diameter were considered. Such antennas
provide sufficient gain and beamwidth and are small enough to be enclosed and mounted
at the top of a mountain either on transportable or fixed pads.

Systems Threshold     The system noise temperatures obtainable in a system with the
use of various preamplifiers are summarized in Figure 3. On the basis of cost and
maintainability, the preamplifiers considered for the remainder of the study were the
tunnel-diode amplifier (TDA) or the transistor amplifier, and a system noise temperature
of 1160E K was considered realizable.

The above considerations permit the calculation of maximum freespace range for the
various antenna systems considered. These are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3, and are based
on an end-of-range desired minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 13 db and a minimum
margin of 8 db. The power budget and free-space range calculation permit a measure of
the adequacy of each proposed configuration. The design adequacy is required in the
subsequent analysis.

Table 2.  Power Budget:  Assumed Parameters

TS 1160EK
RF Bandwidth 500 Kcs
End of Range S/N 13 db
LA 1.5 db
GT 0 db (average)
Polarization Loss 0 db
Frequency 1435 Mcs
Margin 8 db (minimum)
PT 50 watts
GR 6 to 32 db



Table 3.  Free-Space Median Performance

Margin Requirements     It is common practice in engineering problems such as this to
assume normal distributions for variable quantities since, in most cases, this gives a
fairly accurate representation of the physical facts. The result of combining several
normal distributions is also normal, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the related cumulative distribution function and communication reliability.

This is tabulated below in units of standard deviation (F):

Communication Reliability (%) Cumulative Distribution Limit

 50 0.0 F
 90 1.3 F
 99 2.3 F
 99.9 3.1 F

Thus, to achieve a communication reliability of 90%, acceptable for telemetry service on
the Edwards High-Range, a margin of 1.3 F is required.

The important variations in system parameters and the resulting standard deviation are
tabulated below:

Paramete r Standard Deviation (db)

Miscellaneous Effects 1
Airborne Antenna Gain 3
Ground Antenna Directivity 1.3
Path Loss 7   

   F 7.9
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Miscellaneous effects include variations in noise figures and gains of various equipments
as received from the manufacturer and resulting from age. Installation variations and
aging effects in cable runs are also included and maintenance effects are involved as
well. The result is equivalent to an effective system noise temperature that varies
between 580EK and 2320E K.

Airborne antenna gain can vary greatly from vehicle to vehicle and mission to mission.
The figure used in this study is based on an analysis made by one of the authors of the
model study2 conducted on the X-15 VHF telemetry antennas. The analysis was
restricted to the region 0 # N # 360E and 85E # N # 105E with the aircraft assumed in
straight and level flight. Both top and bottom-mounted antennas were considered.

At extreme ranges, the angle subtended by the mission vehicle and the horizon will vary
with vehicle altitude. This necessitates assigning a standard deviation to the antenna
directive gain. Based on the use of an 8 to 10 element colinear array, this factor amounts
to 1.3 db for the operational heights of 30,000 to 300,000 feet.

The most important variable factor in the system design is path loss. This factor varies
both on a long-and short-term basis. The variations, due to the effects of turbulence, are
jointly proportional to path length (through the atmosphere) and to frequency. Although
the short-term variations are approximately Rayleigh distributed, the approximation to a
normal distribution above the median value is accurate to about ± 5%. The standard
deviation of 7 db attributable to this factor is based largely on the published works of
Bullington.3

Design Adequacy     The above analysis indicates that 90% communication reliability is
achieved with a system margin of 1.3 x 7.9 = 10.3 db. The subsequent analysis will
indicate the importance of the sector and steerable antenna systems in either the manned
or unmanned modes. These systems are capable, under some conditions, of achieving up
to a 300-mile coverage radius. Therefore, for the majority of high-range mission
altitudes, the sites at which such systems are placed would be horizon-limited rather than
power-limited. This is an important fact since the majority of missions using the range
fly below 70, 000 feet. Moreover, the missions now flying the high-range use high power
and RF bandwidth of 500 kc or less (See Table 3).



It was therefore considered advisable to consider the design adequacy of the sector
antenna systems operating in each of two cases. In Case I, the operating parameters were
considered to be:

Transmitter power 50 watts
RF Bandwidth 500 kc
No Specular Reflection
No Polarization loss

In this case, horizon-and power-limited coverage is achieved almost concurrently at a
maximum altitude of 70,000 feet. From Table 3, the margin is 8 db; this corresponds to a
communication reliability of 85%. However, approximately 4 out of every 27 flights are
not covered by a system providing maximum range coverage to only 70,000 feet. Thus,
85% of the flights are each covered with a reliability of 85%. This indicates a design
adequacy of 72% (.85 x .85) for sector antenna systems placed at Edwards, Ely, and the
Sawtooth Site.

Case II for the sector antenna system considers the reduction of transmitter power from
50 to 20 watts or the increase of RF bandwidth to 1.5 mcs and the imposition of a 3 db
polarization loss. This places another 7.8 db requirement on the system margin of 10.3
db if the 300mile line-of-sight requirement at 70,000 feet is to be met. Thus, the margin
required is 18.1 db (7.8 db + 10.3 db) and the margin available is 8 db. Therefore, for
this case the design adequacy is essentially zero.

The steerable antenna systems afford a design adequacy of essentially unity. This is
particularly true of the 12-foot antenna which affords a 21 db margin against the 18 db
required even at horizon distances corresponding to altitudes up to 300,000 feet. The
number of vehicles projected to use these extreme altitudes at ranges more than 700
miles beyond the Sawtooth site is so small that it does not warrant the extension of the
range to provide this coverage at this time.

A design adequacy of unity can be achieved with a large number of omnidirectional
sites.

Station Equipment Configurations    With this background, it is now possible to
specify site or station equipment configurations that have been used in the subsequent
cost and effectiveness studies. The site equipment configurations considered were as
follows:

1) Ornnidirectional Site Configuration
2) Sector Antenna Configuration Four-90 0Sector Antennas/Minimum Receiver

System



4 See Table 6 for a listing of cost categories.

3) Monopulse Auto Track/Minimum Receiver System

Block diagrams of these systems are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6.

COST ANALYSIS     The cost and configuration analysis examined a spectrum of range
configurations incorporating both varied site locations and the use of the omnidirectional
site configuration, the 90-degree sector site configuration, and the monopulse Auto
Track/Minimum Receiver site configuration. As a logical point of departure, alternatives
representing a direct conversion of the range from VHF to UHF were considered; these
included the use of existing sites, and the use of the omnidirectional system site
configuration. After the evaluation of direct conversions, range configurations were
examined that represented a more precise synthesis of the operational requirements. A
more detailed description of all the alternatives and a summary of their respective cost
are included in this section.4

In the course of this analysis, certain ground rules were specified to guarantee
consistency with the objectives of the analysis:

1) The analysis is an estimate of cost; i.e., an estimate of the direct and indirect costs
attributable to the introduction of the new system.

2) An examination includes only incremental costs (the additional costs that must be
incurred).

3) Five years of maintenance and operation are included in total system cost.
4) For the purposes of this paper, all costs will be presented on the basis of “cost

units.”
5) Total systems cost includes research, development, technology, and engineering

(RDT&E), initial investment, and five years of operation and maintenance. The
cost of operation and maintenance for five years includes the maintenance of the
microwave link. Since maintenance crews service both Microwave Repeater Units
(MRU) and Data Acquisition Units (DAU), it was difficult to separate them in the
projection of required manpower. Maintenance of the microwave trunk line is the
same for all alternatives so that this convenience does not affect the decision
factors.

6) While it has been established that a new microwave system is required to meet the
projected operational requirements, it has not been costed in this exercise. When
the addition of a new site is considered, the cost of a microwave link to connect
the site to the existing microwave trunk line is included. From a decision
standpoint, the updating of microwave will be the same for all alternatives and as
such does not influence the decision as to which range telemetry configuration
should be specified.



7) Equipment to provide the coverage over the Pacific has not been considered in this
analysis. At the present time, it has not been decided whether this coverage will be
provided by AFFTC or the Western Test Range at Vandenberg.

Use of Existing Sites    The initial analysis considers the use of all existing sites and
provides each of the five sites with a UHF capability. The greatest similarity in
equipment and coverage was achieved by using the 90E sector antenna system
configuration and its related equipment at each site. This provided the same coverage
capability as presently exists in the 30,000-70,000 ft. altitude range and, in addition,
allowed the unmanned mode of operation at the remote sites. The following assumptions
were made before costing this alternative:

1) Available space at the existing sites for the new equipment.
2) Use of portable shelters to house the UHF telemetry equipment.

The following is a summary of the cost units for this alternative:

Omnidirectional Antenna Systems    Another alternative which was examined involved
the use of sites with omnidirectional antenna systems of the colinear array type. Each site
would have a station equipment configuration similar to the present DAU equipment
configurations on the range. Due to the decrease in coverage with the omni-antenna
system at UHF, many additional stations were required. Even with the optimistic
assumption of line-of-sight coverage, six new DAU’s and eight new MRU sites would be



required in addition to the five presently existing DAU sites. Again, it is assumed that
portable shelters will be used to house the equipment and diesel power will be used at
the new sites. Costs for this range configuration are as follows:

RDT&E Initial Investment Total Systems Cost
          Units            

24 89 173

Three-Site Configuration and Operational Requirements     Having completed the
base study of a one-for-one conversion, close scrutiny was given to the operational
requirements. Coverage as a function of altitude was examined to determine what
coverage was necessary to meet operational requirements. Shown in Figure 7 is the
existing horizon-limited coverage at 60,000 feet and a proposed three- station coverage
that was deemed adequate to meet operational requirements over the High Range. The
three-station range configuration uses the existing sites at Ely and Edwards and, in
addition, a new site in the Sawtooth Mountains. Shown in Figure 8 is the existing and
proposed three-site coverage at 30,000 feet. The small gap in coverage in the three-
station configuration is over Atomic Energy Commission property which the range
aircraft are not allowed to overfly. It was pointed out that if at a later date aircraft were
allowed to overfly this area, coverage would be achieved if missions were flown at or
above 31,000 feet. This three-station configuration was the culmination of a study
examing a large number of combinations, in light of requirements.

A close examination was made of feasible three-site equipment configurations. Before
costing these configurations, the following two assumptions were specified:

1) Space and power were assumed to be available at both the Ely and Edwards site.
2) At the Sawtooth site, diesel-generated power would be used. If a manned site was

considered, a building would be constructed; if it were an unmanned site, portable
shelters would be used for the equipment.

Shown in Table 5 are the costs of four three-site range configurations. It was observed
that within the accuracy of the estimates there was no significant difference between the
total systems costs of the four alternatives presented. In RDT&E, it was felt that no
significant difference existed between the alternatives. The initial investment tends to be
higher for a sector system due to the increased amount of equipment and the fact that the
receivers must be controlled remotely.

Additional Site at Wheeler Peak, Nevada     At the request of AFFTC, the possibility
of using Wheeler Peak, Nevada, as a site was investigated. AFFTC was interested in
collocating telemetry with a proposed radar installation at this site. Shown in Table 6 are



the costs of two range alternatives using this site. In both cases, the costs include the
Wheeler site in addition to the sites at Edwards, Ely, and Sawtooth.

Table 5.  Three-Station Costs

Table 6. Three-Station and Wheeler Peak Site Costs



Figures 9 and 10 depict the additional coverage that would be provided by this site over
the three-site configuration at 60,000 feet and 30,000 feet, respectively.

Recommendations     On the basis of this cost and configuration analysis, it was
recommended that a three-site configuration be used to implement the high-range at
UHF. This configuration provides a minimum cost solution while still meeting
operational requirements. It did not appear that the small increase in coverage provided
by the Wheeler Peak site warranted the increase in cost such a site would require. This
analysis, in addition, supported the conclusion that reliability could more effectively be
provided by using more reliable equipment rather than by overlapping site coverages as
is done on the present range.

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS    System Effectiveness, as used in this paper, is defined
as the product of system reliability, availability, and design adequacy. It thus becomes
the joint probability that the system is available when required, reliable throughout the
mission, and adequate to do the job. Formally, one can write

We note here that reliability is an explicit function of time whereas availability and
design adequacy are implicit. Thus, system effectiveness answers, in a single measure,
the following three questions:



1) What percentage of the time is the range operational?
2) If the range is operational, will it continue to work for the duration of a mission?
3) If the equipment works, was the design inherently adequate to do the job now

required by the mission?

Based on the method of analyis used here, the range will exhibit maximum system
effectiveness for a given total systems cost. By examining different system
configurations and/or repair rates, it is possible to establish values of system
effectiveness and cost. By ranking these values in ascending order and deleting all
entries whose associated cost is more than or equal to a cost associated with a larger
value of system effectiveness, a dominating sequence is achieved from which a final
configuration can be chosen.

Both steerable antennas, and 90E sector antennas are considered at this point. Figure 6 is
a block diagram of a steerable antenna subsystem, and a reliability analysis of this
subsystem is shown in Table 7. This analysis only considers half the equipment shown in
Figure 6; that is, one antenna and its associated equipment have a predicted MTBF of
328 hours. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a sector antenna subsystem, and Table 8
presents a reliability analysis of this subsystem; its computed MTBF is 235 hours. In
both cases, it is assumed that the equipment exhibits a failure rate (8) that is constant
with respect to time.

Table 7. Reliability Analysis of Steerable Antenna



The operation and maintenance (O&M) staff of the range varies; however,- the existing
staff is shown in Table 9. The mean time to repair (MTTR) is a function of both the
hardware, diagnostic routines, and number of repair crews available. It also depends on
whether the site is manned or unmanned, since travel time is considered part of the repair
time.

Table 8. Reliability Analysis of Sector Antenna

Table 9.  O and M Staff



A total of twenty-five different system designs was analyzed. A reliability model was
prepared for each design approach. These models are shown in Figures 11 through 18,
inclusive. The Figures also show the results of a reliability analysis of each model in
terms of system failure rate 8 and system MTBF. Note: All failure rates are expressed in
failures per million hours.

Using the design adequacy definition described earlier, the reliability, availability, design
adequacy, and system effectiveness have been computed for all the system
configurations shown in Figures 11 through 18. The results of these computations are
tabulated in Tables 10, 11, and 12. Also tabulated here are the following cost units:

1) Initial equipment cost units.
2) Five year O&M cost units.
3) O&M cost plus initial cost units.

An examination of Table 10 shows that for a system having a one-mission capability
(i.e., only one of the two antennas required), the lowest figure of 59 cost units results in a
system effectiveness of 82.3%. The next larger single mission systems effectiveness of
85.8% represents 61 cost units. Third in line is 87.4% system effectiveness associated
with 97 cost units. The next candidate, 85% system effectiveness, has an associated cost
of 90 cost units; a lower system effectiveness at increased cost. Therefore, the latter is an
inadmissible candidate and is deleted from further consideration. All of the
configurations examined for the desired two-mission capability were found to be
acceptable, and they are arranged in sequence as shown by the circled numerics to the
right of the system effectiveness column shown in Table 10.

Similar reasoning can be applied to the system configurations shown in Table 11. Here
the dominating sequence is indicated by the circled numerics shown to the left in the
column of system effectiveness. Here all design approaches are acceptable except the
three that are shown shaded. These three designs are represented by reliability model 3,
where the MTTR is 24 hours; reliability model 2 where the MTTR is 7 hours; and
reliability model 2 where the MTTR is 24 hours. These designs are ruled out because the
same or greater system effectiveness can be achieved at lower cost using other system
configurations.

The systems designs using steerable antennas shown in Table 12 dominate all other
configurations; that is, the dominating sequence shown by the circled numerics in the
system effectiveness column provided the maximum system effectiveness per cost unit of
all 25 system concepts considered. Specifically, for a two-mission capability, a total cost
of 57 units will achieve 82.3% system effectiveness. Increasing the number of repair
crews reduces the MTTR from 3 hours to 1 hour and increases the total cost to 59 units.
The system effectiveness jumps up to 86.9%. The third increase in effectiveness to



92.7% results from the addition of redundant equipment. The cost jumps to 76 units. The
last candidate considered has a system effectiveness of 95% and a total cost of 79 units,
as a result of both reducing the MTTR from three hours to one hour and adding the
redundant equipment. These four points are shown graphically in Figure 19 and are
connected by a curve to illustrate intermediate degrees of equipment redundancy. Figure
19 also shows the sensitivity of the analysis to mission abort cost. These curves were
generated as follows: the curve labeled 125 cost units per mission considers that each
mission abort cost is 0.25 unit, that approximately 300 missions are flown per year, and
that the system will be in operation for five years. That is, the loss is equal to one minus
the systems effectiveness times 0.24 cost unit times 300 times 5. Likewise, similar curves
for 0.5 cost unit per mission and 0.75 cost unit per mission are generated. The total cost
is equal to the sum of the system effectiveness cost plus the cost of aborting the mission.
The determination of abort cost is difficult since it includes a long list of intangible
items. For example, penalty cost due to slipping a program, cost of fuel for operating
airplanes, cost of manpower for flying and servicing the planes, -etc. Notwithstanding_
the above the curves presented are useful in the operation and planning functions that
must go on at the range.

CONCLUSIONS    A systems design procedure has been described for the UHF
Telemetry systems on the Edwards High-Range by which cost, availability, reliability,
and design adequacy have been combined to weigh against one another various mixes of
station equipments and site selections, each of which meets the operational requirements.
In all cases, the aim has been to provide adequate horizon-limited coverage over the
Edwards High-Range in a cost effective manner.

The conclusions drawn from the study are:

1) Three sites employing steerable antennas will adequately provide the coverage
required.

2) The use of manned sites will provide greater system effectiveness for a given total
system cost.

In addition, as an additional benefit, the procedure provides guidelines that may be
useful in the operational and/or expansion of the range as mission abort costs increase
with increasingly complex missions or aircraft.
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Table 10. System Effectiveness Analysis of Steerable & Sector Antennas



Table 11.  System Effectiveness Analysis of Sector Antennas



Table 12.  System Effectiveness Analysis of Steerable Antennas



Figure 1 - Rime Ice at the Ely Site

Figure 2 - L-and S-Band Omnidirectional Antenna



Figure 3 - Noise Temperature for Various Preamplifiers

Figure 4 - Omni System



Figure 5 - Sector Antenna System Block Diagram



Figure 6 - Steerable Antenna System Block Diagram



Figure 7 - 60,000-Foot Coverage

Figure 8 - 30,000-Foot Coverage



Figure 9 - 60,000 -Foot Coverage with Wheeler Peak Site

Figure 10 - 30,000-Foot Coverage with Wheeler Peak Site



Figure 11 - Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 1

Figure 12 - Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 2

Figure 13 - Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 3



Figure 14 - Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 4

Figure 15 - Steerable Antennas: Reliability Model 5

Figure 16 - Steerable and Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 6



Figure 17 - Steerable and Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 7

Figure 18 - Steerable and Sector Antennas: Reliability Model 8

Figure 19 - Cost vs. Systems Effectiveness


